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blade runner

They jumped a shuttle off world ,... killed the crew and passengers.
They found the shuttle drifting off the coast two weeks ago,... so we know they’re around.

Embarrassing.

No sir.

Not embarrassing,... ‘cause no one’s ever going to find out they’re down here.
‘Cause you’re going to spot them,... and you’re going to air them out.

I don’t work here anymore. Give it to Holden,... he’s good.

I did.
He can breathe okay,... as long as nobody unplugs him.
He’s not good enough,... not good as you.
I need you,... Deck.

This is a bad one,... the worst yet.

I need the old Blade Runner,... I need your magic.
I was quit when I come in here Bryant,... I’m twice as quit now.
No choice, huh?

Stop right where you are.

You know the score pal. If you’re not cop,... you’re little people.
No choice pal.
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Mark Raat’s metal paint technique
As someone privileged to have been involved in the movie industry for a good number of years, there are few things I enjoy more than spending time at
Stan Winston's studio or at Industrial Light + Magic. In these factories of excellence, I simply relish the beauty of the Terminator or Jurassic Park animatronics
or the perfect models of Star Wars, ET or Indiana Jones. Looking at Karl Tate's fabulous photographs gives me a similar thrill because there is nothing I like
more than viewing an item that looks 100% authentic - irrespective of if it actually works or not.
Firstly let me stress that this model is really intended for display only. The process used to finish the piece is reasonably robust, but it is not designed for
day-to-day use. The biggest challenge of making any weapon, is to successfully emulate a metal finish. The greatest problem with normal paints and other
finishes is that the scale of the metal particles are usually wrong - so its possible that your finish can end up looking a little contrived.
In the case of this blaster I wanted to strike a middle point between a new, pristine weapon and the very used prop featured in Karl Tate's beautiful reference
pix. As any of you who are familiar with weapons know, a piece owned by a professional individual is rarely rusted or neglected because your life depends on
the weapon working at all times. In the case of Deckard, I would have assumed that his weapon would only feature the wear and rust of a single day because he would typically clean the firearm when he finished his duty. I thought that since he worked in such a wet environment, his blaster would sport rust
typical of drops of rain as opposed to general rusted areas.
1) After scrubbing the entire frame down with soap and water and after restoring the blaster to a level that was acceptable to me,
I masked off the base of the butt and used a heavy-duty aluminium paint and allowed it to dry.
2) I then reverse masked the silver butt and painted the rest of the frame in a flat black paint.
3) Using a technique used by the Allied forces in WW2 to confuse their Nazi captors (they manufactured dummy weapons out of everything from wood to
soap and more), I used a box cutter to shave the 'lead' from a large 6B pencil. Using my finger and at other times, a soft cloth,
I rubbed the graphite into the body. I purposefully chose a flat black finish for the rest of the blaster simply because I prefer a flat black to a satin or gloss
finish. If you prefer the gloss finish, then you would need to apply the gloss coat after you have applied the graphite because it is possible that the graphite
will not adhere to the shiny surface.
4) Rust is a color that can range from almost black through deep red/brown to the usual red rust color we are used to. It is a good idea to build up the rust
patches from dark to light - working lightly with a small paintbrush and using a combination of Black, Cadmium Yellow and Napthol Crimson acrylic paint.
The secret is to use visual reference and to keep your work small and fine. Don't rush this process because it will ruin the entire effect.
5) Finally, its NOT advised that you varnish or "fix" the graphite, because as soon as you apply a coating the iridescent characteristics of the
'metal' finish will be compromised.
This is the reason this item is designed to be displayed and not handled excessively.
I must stress that this approach is my chosen technique and I am NOT suggesting that it is perfect,
but perhaps it will give others some fresh ideas with which to approach their projects.
Best wishes, Mark Raat

Addendum;
With the exception of the sliver butt plate, you need to spray the entire frame a flat black. You ONLY apply graphite to the bare steel areas - the rest
remains black. I choose to leave the black body areas a 'flat' color because I prefer it that way even though Karl Tate's photographs seem to indicate a
satin or semi-gloss finish.
The application of the graphite gives the selected body parts a bare metal finish the soft 6B pencil graphite simulates metal perfectly.
BTW its those metal areas you apply your rust patterns to. I used tiny applications of grey and silver paint to show scratches on the black body parts...
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Hope this is more helpful.
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glossary BLADE RUNNER GUN REPLICA GLOSSARY & FAQ
Adven:								
Amber Grips:							
Binding Post: 							
B.R.U. Special Issue Model 2019:					
Blaster:								
Bulldog: 							
Butt Plate: 							
C&S: 								
Charter Arms:							
Chif’s Special: 							
Chief’s Special: 							
Coyle: 								
CS&T: 								
Elfin Knights Project:						
Greebly: 							
Grip Frame:							
Hartford: 							
Hero: 								
Laser Sight Rod:							
M2019: 								
Marco: 								
MiM: 								
Model SL: 							
Offworld: 							
Oz Shop: 						
Pflager Katsumata:						
PKD: 								
RAC Props:							
Safariland: 							
Savage Blaster:							
SidKit: 								
SL:								
SL-DAPAS:							
Snub: 								
SSG: 								
Steyr: 								
Stunt: 								
Tomenosuke Blaster:						
Weaver Knob: 							
Worldcon: 							
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Adven Stands for “Adventure Make”, a Japanese

Binding Post Refers to an identified “Greebly”,

hobby company that made several versions of the
Blade Runner replica firearm, including one loosely
based on the “OZ Shop” gun and a simple 5 piece
metal “Paperweight” version.

that is on the right side of the gun next to the barrel. It
was made from a “Binding Post” most commonly used
in WWII era field electronics. It is also called the “Other
Knob” with its proximity and similarity to the “Weaver
Knob”.

“Don’t be an asshole,... Deckard.

I’ve got four skin-jobs walking the streets.”

“Binding Post”

B.R.U. Special Issue Model 2019

See “Offworld” and “M2019”.

Screen Accurate Style

Amber Grips The “Hero” gun had the unusual

OffWorld style
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detail of having grips that were made of a transparent
gold, amber colored plastic. Rick Ross’s “PKD-1” may
have been the first replica to have recreated this feature.
It is also possible that Richard Coyle had recreated it
at about the same timeframe. Before this, most people
thought the grips were wood grain.

Original Coyel Ver.3 Style Replica Blaster
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Blaster A generic term that refers to mostly to

Butt Plate The metal cap end to the grips of the

futuristic weaponry. Or, more specifically, guns that have
an unknown technology base. Also guns that make a
big “Bang” and flash. Term popularized by the Star Wars
movies.

gun. They have been modified at one point with a “Pinky
notch” to allow a more comfortable fit for Harrison Ford,
and also to be a bit more aesthetically blended into the
rest of the guns design.
OffWorld style

Bulldog The model of the working base gun in the
“Hero” prop that was used to allow it to fire blanks and
pyrotechnic rounds. The gun was a 44 magnum “Bulldog” made by “Charter Arms”. It was also infamously
the gun used by the ‘Son of Sam’ serial killer.

C&S Stands for “Coyle & Steinschneider”. Richard
Coyle and Phil Steinschneider, the team that researched
and produced the first functional gun replica cast from
real gun parts as opposed to being cast from second
hand “Stunt” castings or created from scratch. Also
called “Coyle”, “RAC Props”, “2019 Detective Special:
Model CS”, and “CS&T”.

C&S Ver.1 Style replica blaster

Charter Arms The company that made the
Modern Charter Arms 44 magnum
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firing base gun for the “Hero” gun prop.
See also “Bulldog”.
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